
About the Project
Eastside are hosting a festival of youth creativity, entitled “Changing World”, at 
Shoreditch Town Hall in May 2020. As part of this festival we will unveil an art 
installation created by artists SYRUP, envisioning a future that young people  
want to see. 

Take Part with your Class!
Give your students a chance to create a manifesto for their future world!

To have your students’ work featured in the final art installation, complete the 
lesson below with your class to create a manifesto for their future world and send 
us their work using the email below.

All entries will be invited to come and see the final artwork at the ”Changing 
World” festival in May.

Deadline: 3 April 2020. 
Send your submission to: liana@eastside.org.uk

CURRICULUM LINKS
 + PSHE/Citizenship
 + Writing for Purpose / Creative Writing

LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Your students will:

 + Know what a manifesto is 
 + Understand how to work collaboratively to come up with creative solutions to 

challenges in the world around us.
 + Be able to communicate these ideas for a future world effectively with 

their peers using creative writing, performance and visual art techniques.  

Primary Teacher Resource 
RE-DESIGN YOUR FUTURE!

Lesson Plan
STARTER
Discuss ‘Our Future World’ imagining the world in 50 years. What might our homes 
be like? How might we get to school? What might we do on the weekends?  
How might we communicate?  

ACTIVITY
1. Individually, students imagine the world in 50 years’ time and‘free-write’ 

(write as quickly as they can without stopping) for 1 minute describing  
their future world. 

2. In small groups, students share their ideas and create 3 freeze frames to 
depict their ideas. TIP: A freeze frame is a frozen picture created by a group 
of students to depict a scene.

3. Discuss: what is a manifesto?  
A manifesto is a declaration of your beliefs and vision, that states a group’s 
aims and intentions.

4. Individually, using the sentence starters overleaf, students develop ideas for a 
future world manifesto.

5. In small groups, on a large piece of paper, students share their ideas and 
create a shared group manifesto. Students could imagine they are an ‘activist 
group’ fighting for a better world. 

6. Students come up with a slogan for their manifesto and present their 
manifesto to the rest of the class. TIP: introduce a competition and vote on 
the best manifesto pledge.

7. Finally, as a team, students create a banner, poster or protest sign fighting 
for their future world. TIP: Think about the kind of language you see on 
activist banners. What kind of words have the greatest impact? How can you 
visually represent your ideas? 
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Sentence Starters

I want a  
world  

where…
I believe  

in a future 
that...

I can see a  
future in 
which...

In my  
future world  
everyone is...

My future 
world is...

I will fight  
for a world  
in which...
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